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Swept-Tone Stimulus-Frequency
Otoacoustic Emissions in
Human Newborns
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Abstract

Several types of otoacoustic emissions have been characterized in newborns to study the maturational status of the cochlea

at birth and to develop effective tests of hearing. The stimulus-frequency otoacoustic emission (SFOAE), a reflection-type

emission elicited with a single low-level pure tone, is the least studied of these emissions and has not been comprehensively

characterized in human newborns. The SFOAE has been linked to cochlear tuning and is sensitive to disruptions in cochlear

gain (i.e., hearing loss) in adult subjects. In this study, we characterize SFOAEs evoked with rapidly sweeping tones in human

neonates and consider the implications of our findings for human cochlear maturation. SFOAEs were measured in 29 term

newborns within 72 hr of birth using swept tones presented at 2 oct/s across a four-octave frequency range (0.5–8 kHz);

20 normal-hearing young adults served as a control group. The prevalence of SFOAEs in newborns was as high as 90%

(depending on how response “presence” was defined). Evidence of probe-tip leakage and abnormal ear-canal energy reflec-

tance was observed in those ears with absent or unmeasurable SFOAEs. Results in the group of newborns with present

stimulus-frequency emissions indicate that neonatal swept-tone SFOAEs are adult-like in morphology but have slightly higher

amplitude compared with adults and longer SFOAE group delays. The origin of these nonadult-like features is probably

mixed, including contributions from both conductive (ear canal and middle ear) and cochlear immaturities.
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Introduction

The stimulus-frequency otoacoustic emission (SFOAE),
evoked by a single low-level pure tone, is a reflection-
source otoacoustic emission (OAE). The generation
mechanisms of reflection- and distortion-source OAEs
are distinct: The SFOAE arises as reflections off of nat-
ural (or pathological) micromechanical irregularities
occurring in tissue along the cochlear spiral. These
reflections are strongest near the peak of the traveling
wave (Zweig & Shera, 1995) and so these emissions are
thought to be good indicators of cochlear gain and sharp
tuning, also coded at the peak of the wave. When the
traveling wave peak is reduced or broadened (which we
understand to happen when sensory hearing loss is pre-
sent), the strength of intracochlear reflections is also
reduced. Hence, SFOAE presence and amplitude serve
as indicators of hearing loss. Reflection-source OAEs are
more sensitive to slight-mild amounts of hearing loss

than OAEs evoked by nonlinear distortion, most nota-
bly at low to mid frequencies (Abdala & Kalluri, 2017;
Gorga et al., 1993a, 1993b; Lapsley Miller, Marshall, &
Heller, 2004; Lapsley Miller, Marshall, Heller, &
Hughes, 2006), and have shown accuracy in the detec-
tion of adult hearing loss comparable to that achieved by
more commonly studied emissions, for example,
transient-evoked OAEs and distortion-product OAEs
(DPOAEs; Ellison & Keefe, 2005).
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SFOAEs have not been studied comprehensively in
neonatal ears; however, a preliminary study from our
laboratory recorded discrete-tone SFOAEs in a small
group of newborns over a restricted frequency range:
approximately 1.3 to 2 kHz. We found that infants had
SFOAEs with higher amplitudes than adults in this
narrow range of frequencies and longer group delays,
possibly due to middle-ear (vs. cochlear) immaturities.
Unlike discrete tones, rapidly sweeping tones allow for
the efficient presentation of stimuli across a wide fre-
quency range and provide the opportunity for fine-
resolution data analysis. The speed and efficiency of
the swept-tone method allow for the averaging of hun-
dreds of sweeps (Abdala, Luo, & Shera, 2015; Kalluri &
Shera, 2013), which are crucial to reduce the elevated
noise floors typical in neonatal measures. This study
seeks to characterize fine-resolution SFOAEs evoked
with sweeping tones in newborns across a broad fre-
quency range and to further our understanding of the
developmental status of the human cochlea at birth.

SFOAEs offer a window into the developmental
status of cochlear tuning and gain in newborns. Much
work on human cochlear development has been con-
ducted by studying the separated reflection component
of the DPOAE as a gauge of cochlear mechanics. The
DPOAE is comprised of two components: the typically
dominant distortion component, which is generated by
cochlear nonlinearities near the cochlear site correspond-
ing to the stimulus frequency, f2 and an often smaller
reflection component generated by intracochlear reflec-
tions at the 2f1�f2 place. The reflection component of
the DPOAE is larger in newborns than adults (suggest-
ing greater contribution from intracochlear reflections to
the DPOAE in newborn ears) and has longer delays
(Abdala & Dhar, 2012). It is likely that multiple factors
contributed to these findings as will be further consid-
ered in the “Discussion” section. However, the reflection
component of the DPOAE is not an ideal tool for study-
ing human cochlear maturation: It must first be separat-
ed from the total DPOAE using one of a variety of signal
processing techniques, none of which is perfect; the
strength of the signal evoking the reflection part of the
DPOAE cannot be well quantified (because it is
the forward-going component of the distortion wave);
and the reflection component of the DPOAE is typically
low amplitude, making it difficult to measure and char-
acterize well (see Abdala, Guardia, & Shera, 2018). The
SFOAE provides a more direct and nonconfounded
measure of intracochlear reflections. It has recently
been characterized in normal-hearing young adults
(Abdala, Guardia, et al., 2018; Dewey & Dhar, 2017;
Mishra & Talmadge, 2018) and older adults (Abdala,
Ortmann, & Shera, 2018), and the optimal testing
parameters and strategies have been well defined.
Characterizing the swept-tone SFOAE in newborns

adds converging data to the existing literature available
on functional status of the human cochlea at birth and
disentangles previous methodological confounds that
used less direct measures.

Methods

Subjects

Thirty-two healthy term newborns born at the Los
Angeles CountyþUniversity of Southern California
Hospital were recruited within 72 hr of birth. Three of
these prospective subjects exhibited excessive movement
and restlessness which precluded testing; hence, 29 new-
borns were included in the initial subject pool. All new-
borns passed the hospital hearing screening conducted
with a click-evoked (35 dB HL) auditory brainstem
response. Neonates were born between 35 and 41 gesta-
tional weeks and tested at a mean postconceptional age
of 38weeks. Their average birthweight was 3,079 g and
their average 1 and 5min Apgar scores (which are scores
summarizing the health of neonates at birth) were 8 and
9, respectively, out of a possible 10. After obtaining
parental consent, the newborns were wheeled in an
open isolette to the Infant Auditory Research
Laboratory within the Neonatology unit of the hospital
for testing. The newborns were swaddled securely, com-
forted and calmed, and then transferred to a closed
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit-type isolette once asleep;
a closed isolette (such as those used in the Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit) was utilized for data collection to
partially attenuate ambient sound.

Twenty young adult subjects (11 females and 9males)
ranging from 22 to 28 years old (mean 25.3 years) served
as a control group. SFOAEs from adult subjects were
not fully described or characterized in this study because
other publications from our laboratory and others’ have
provided characterization of SFOAEs in human adults.
Here, the adults served as a normative referent only.
Twelve right ears and eight left ears were tested. Adult
subjects had no history of otologic disease, hearing loss,
or chronic noise exposure. All had normal otoscopic
exams and Type-A tympanograms (226-Hz probe tone)
with peaks between �50 daPa. Audiometric thresholds
were �15 dB HL for frequencies tested at one-octave
intervals between 500 and 8000Hz.

Hardware and Calibration

A BabyFace Pro USB High Speed Audio Interface
(RME Audio, Germany) and ER-10X probe system
(Etym�otic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL) controlled
by custom software written in MATLAB (Mathworks,
Natick, MA) were used to generate stimulus waveforms
and record SFOAEs. Microphone voltages were
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amplified (þ20 dB) and high-pass filtered (300-Hz cutoff
frequency) before A/D conversion.

For infants, either a pliable red silicone probe tip
(4mm) or a modified yellow silicone tip (3mm) was
fitted snugly on an ER-10X probe assembly and placed
into the ear-canal meatus. This study was our first study
using the advanced Etymotic-Research 10X probe
microphone with human newborns (and to our knowl-
edge no other report of its use with this population exists
in the literature). The probe cable was fed through the
open side port of the isolette and suspended with a hook
adhered to the wall of the unit. Care was taken to avoid
contact between the cable and the isolette or the swad-
dling blankets. For adults, OAE testing was
performed within a double-walled, sound-attenuated
chamber (IAC: Industrial Acoustics Co.) with the sub-
ject reclining in an ergonomic chair. The probe cable was
suspended from the ceiling by a hook, and the probe tip
was carefully positioned into the ear canal and secured
with a nylon headband. No part of the cable came in
contact with the subject or the test chair. Subjects rested
quietly or watched a subtitled video during testing.

We used a conventional, in-the-ear method of stimu-
lus calibration where the target stimulus level was mea-
sured as the total ear canal sound pressure level (SPL) at
the microphone. To do this, we fitted the ER-10X probe
into the ear canal of each subject and presented a series
of moderate-level chirps. At any given frequency, the
stimulus calibration function specified the complex-
valued total pressure produced at the probe microphone
when a sinusoid of amplitude 1 V was presented to the
earphone. The function was then used to determine the
driving voltage needed to achieve target SPL across fre-
quency in each ear. The calibration was repeated (and
stimulus levels updated) every 5 to 6 min throughout
data collection and whenever the probe was refit (due
to shifting or movement). The calibration function pro-
vided other valuable information as well: the ear-canal
SPL across frequency (which allowed us to detect leaks
in the probe seal), the depth of the probe fit (by the
location of the half-wave resonance peak), and ear-
canal pressure reflectance, which allowed us to calculate
wideband energy reflectance as an indicator of probe fit
and middle-ear status.

Protocol

The protocol used for this study was reviewed and
approved by the institutional review board of the
University of Southern California (Approval # HS-
15-00341). Two testers worked together to collect new-
born data; one implemented the program software
(Tester), while the other was responsible for fitting the
probe, observing and calming the baby, and ensuring
that the probe fit remained in place (Baby Monitor).

If the baby became restless or the probe shifted during
testing, the Baby Monitor communicated this to the
Tester who paused data collection thus allowing the
Baby Monitor to remediate the situation. At the begin-
ning of a test session, the probe was fit in the newborn
ear and calibration was performed. Our pilot work had
indicated that the large ER-10X probe did not conform
naturally to the small and flaccid newborn ear canal and
was difficult to fit in this age-group; hence, we used sev-
eral indicators to ensure an adequate fit before recording
SFOAEs: (a) ear-canal pressure reflectance had to be <1
for frequencies between 0.5 and 8 kHz; (b) the SPL
versus frequency function had to show a relatively flat
levels between 0.25 and 2 kHz, indicating the absence of
a leak and suggesting a firm seal between the probe and
the ear canal; (c) the half-wave resonance peak frequency
had to approximate typical neonatal values (�9600Hz);
and (d) an abbreviated DPOAE test (f2¼ 1 to 4 kHz; 48
sweeps at 2 oct/s) had to indicate a present DPOAE,
consistent with a clear ear canal and an adequate
probe fit. If the reflectance was abnormal (>1), a leak
was detected, there was excessive noise, or the DPOAE
was not present, the baby was calmed and the probe was
refit. Before commencing the SFOAE protocol, this
sequence was often repeated multiple times until a
probe fit was deemed to be adequate as per the screening
indicators.

SFOAEs were evoked by 40 dB SPL pure tones swept
logarithmically in a downward direction at 2 oct/s from
f2¼ 0.5 to 8 kHz for both newborn and adult subjects.
Four-frequency segments, each roughly one-octave
wide, were stacked and presented concurrently for
rapid data collection (see Abdala, Guardia, et al.,
2018). A suppressor tone at 55 dB SPL was simulta-
neously presented at a frequency ratio of 0.95
(re: probe) and a modified interleaved suppression par-
adigm was utilized to extract SFOAEs (Shera & Guinan,
1999). Past work studying the maturation of cochlear
nonlinearity and two-tone suppression in human new-
borns suggests that these properties are mature by
term birth (Abdala, 1998, 2000; Abdala & Keefe, 2006;
Abdala, Keefe, & Oba, 2007). For this reason, we
applied the same suppressor level for newborns and
adults to extract the SFOAE. Responses to four stimulus
combinations were measured: p1¼probe tone alone,
p2¼ probe and suppressor tone (þpolarity), p3¼probe
tone alone, and p4¼probe and suppressor tone
(�polarity). The SFOAE time waveform was extracted
using the formula: pSFOAE¼ (p1þ p3� p2� p4)/2. Pilot
testing determined that between 266 and 512 sweeps con-
tributing to the average would provide adequate signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) in newborns; 128 sweeps contrib-
uted to the averaged SFOAE in adult subjects. Seven of
the newborns also provided SFOAE data at a probe
level of 20 dB SPL (suppressor level¼ 55 dB SPL).
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Real-Time Glitch Detection and Post Hoc

Artifact Rejection

During data collection, each SFOAE time waveform was
analyzed in the frequency domain using least-squares fit-
ting (LSF) techniques (see the following section for details
about the LSF method); hence, the median magnitude of
the SFOAE was calculated and updated with each new
sweep. A glitch was detected as a data point differing by
more than two standard deviations (SDs) from the ongo-
ing median SFOAE spectrum; when present, a glitch trig-
gered an additional sweep. Data collection stopped when
all points across frequency had accrued the target number
of glitch-free sweeps. Meeting this accrual goal typically

required 15% to 20% additional sweeps (beyond the
target number) due to artifacts.

The rejection of artifacts was performed off-line.
Artifacts were identified as individual frequency points
whose magnitude exceeded five SDs (�11.5 dB in

newborns) from the final SFOAE median amplitude.
Note that the post hoc rejection criterion was stricter
than the criteria applied for detection of a glitch
during testing. Online detection served the sole purpose
of triggering additional sweeps so as to have enough
data for a robust average after 15% to 20% (on average)
of the data points were rejected off-line. The five SD
rejection criteria were determined by assessing the
effect of point rejection on the OAE SNR. Once identi-
fied, artifactual points in the spectra were linked back to
the corresponding point in the time waveform and a
segment centered on the artifact frequency and equal

to 20% of the analysis window (�10% on either side)
was eliminated.

SFOAE Estimates

SFOAEs were analyzed from the recorded ear-canal sig-
nals using an LSF technique applied to the time wave-
form (Abdala et al., 2015; Kalluri & Shera, 2013; Long,

Talmadge, & Lee, 2008). Briefly, the OAE time waveform
is segmented into moving analysis windows that shift in
0.01 octave steps. Models for the suppressor and SFOAE
are created and the amplitude and phase of the signals of
interest within each analysis window are then estimated
by minimizing the sum of the squared residuals between
the model and the data to achieve the best fit. The LSF
model was applied at 100 points per octave resulting in
OAE spectra consisting of approximately 400 points
across the four-octave test range. The noise floor at
each frequency was estimated by averaging the four
LSF spectral levels computed at frequencies closest to

the OAE. These frequencies were 1.10, 1.12, 1.14, and
1.16 times the SFOAE frequency. The LSF procedure
employs analysis bandwidths (i.e., window durations)
that vary continuously as a function of frequency with

the goal of keeping constant the number of cycles of
phase rotation in each analysis window. To achieve this,
the LSF analysis bandwidth shifted from 0.16 (at 500Hz)
to 0.05ms (at 8 kHz). Parametric studies from our labo-
ratory have confirmed that newborn and adult OAEs can
be recorded with similar LSF analysis windows and sweep
rates (Abdala et al., 2015); as such, the same parameters
were used for the two age groups here.

With the goal of reducing the noise floor and eliminat-
ing uninformative sources of variability, we processed
SFOAEs to focus on the primary reflection at the probe
frequency. SFOAE measurements include coherent reflec-
tions backscattered from the place on the cochlea associ-
ated with the probe frequency (near the peak of the
traveling wave) but also longer latency multiple internal
reflections (MIRs). MIRs occur when out-going waves
reflect from the stapes footplate back into the cochlea;
they peak at the probe frequency site and are rereflected
basal ward, contributing as a component of the SFOAE
measured in the ear canal (Dhar, Talmadge, Long, &
Tubis, 2002; Konrad-Martin & Keefe, 2005; Sisto,
Sanjust, & Moleti, 2013). MIRs can contaminate esti-
mates of SFOAE delay and the fine structure they pro-
duce on the SFOAE spectra is noninformative. In
addition to long-latency MIRs, early components of the
SFOAE can be contaminated by the probe and suppres-
sor, which overlap in time. To focus on the main reflec-
tion site, various signal processing methods have been
implemented (e.g., Abdala, Guérit, Luo, & Shera, 2014;
Konrad-Martin & Keefe, 2005; Mishra & Biswal, 2016;
Schairer, Ellison, Fitzpatrick, & Keefe, 2006; Shera &
Bergevin, 2012). We applied the inverse fast Fourier
transform (FFT) to extract the SFOAE and eliminate
these artifacts as described below.

SFOAE spectral data were resampled with 10-Hz fre-
quency resolution and overlapping Hann-windowed seg-
ments of the response were transformed into the time
domain for windowing. The time-domain windows
were centered at times given by published SFOAE
delay curves (Shera, Guinan, & Oxenham, 2002), s( f ),
and varied with frequency according to a power-law
function. The time windows used to extract the principal
SFOAE spanned the region between the curves
sshort¼ 0.5s( f ) on the short-latency side and slong¼
1.5s( f ) on the long-latency side, consistent with the
work of Moleti, Longo, and Sisto (2012). The windowed
data were then transformed back into the frequency
domain using an FFT. The SFOAE noise was passed
through the same time-domain filter as the emissions
and served as a reference for SNR measures.

Data Analysis

SFOAE morphology or “macrostructure” was analyzed
with a basic peak-picking algorithm. We identified
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spectral peaks (having 6 dB SNR or greater) that extend-
ed at least 2 dB from the minimum or valley on either
side to calculate the number of SFOAE peaks per
octave. The referent noise floor was calculated as the
median of a 100Hz noise band centered on the peak
frequency. The fractional frequency spacing between
peaks was also assessed and calculated as the geometric
mean frequency of two sequential peaks, Peak1 and
Peak2 ( f ), divided by the frequency difference (Df )
between them (f/Df ); larger values indicate narrower
spacing. A loess trend line was fit to the individual spac-
ing values to guide the eye and elucidate trends.

We calculated SFOAE level both as full spectra (with
�400 data points) and binned into third-octave frequen-
cy bands. The binned frequency bands allowed for sta-
tistical analysis with a two-way Age�Frequency
analysis of variance (ANOVA). SFOAE phase (cycles)
was plotted as a function of frequency for all subjects
and two indices were calculated: (a) phase accumulation
in cycles and (b) phase slope in cycles/kHz. Both meas-
ures were tested for age effects with a one-way ANOVA.
SFOAE phase was converted to group delay by
calculating the negative of the slope of the phase as
s( f )¼ –d/SFOAE( f )/df, where /SFOAE( f ) is SFOAE
phase in cycles. Following the convention of Shera and
Guinan (2003), SFOAE delays were then expressed in
dimensionless form as the equivalent number of periods
of the stimulus frequency: NSFOAE( f )¼ f�s( f ). The nor-
malized delays were described by fitting trend lines to
data points at peaks in the amplitude spectra only
(those with at least 6 dB SNR); this strategy has shown
to effectively reveal the underlying trend in SFOAE
delay across frequency (Shera & Bergevin, 2012).

Finally, to identify the apical–basal transition fre-
quency from the SFOAE delay data, the normalized
SFOAE delay was fit with two intersecting power laws
(i.e., two straight lines on log–log axes). The point of
intersection between lines was a free parameter and rep-
resents the frequency at which the slope of the SFOAE
delay changes. The intersection frequency estimates
the putative apical–basal (a|b) transition. The high-
frequency segment is thought to be approximately
scaling symmetric, whereas the segment below the a|b
transition or “seam” deviates from scaling behavior
(Abdala, Dhar, & Mishra, 2011; Shera & Guinan, 2003).

Results

Data Cleaning

SFOAE level measures were cleaned by the following
method: Each OAE spectrum was composed of roughly
400 points across frequency; single points were eliminat-
ed if they failed to meet a 6 dB SNR criteria at the cor-
responding frequency. This led to 16% of the points

eliminated per neonatal ear (considering only newborns

with present SFOAEs). After this initial point-by-point

cleaning routine, all remaining data were binned into

third-octave frequency bands with 10 center frequencies:

1 kHz, 1.3 kHz, 1.6 kHz, 2 kHz, 2.5 kHz, 3.1 kHz,

4 kHz, 5 kHz, 6.3 kHz, and 8 kHz. If, in any given ear,

a third-octave frequency band was comprised of less

than half of the original number of data points, this

frequency condition was eliminated for that subject.

Once the cleaned data were entered into a group data-

base, outliers were identified as values falling�2 SDs

from the mean and eliminated: Only three such values

were removed.

SFOAE Prevalence

To estimate the prevalence of SFOAEs in newborns, we

separated ears with measurable SFOAEs (sometimes

referred to as “present” OAEs) from those with nonmea-

surable (i.e., “absent”) SFOAEs. Newborns with

SFOAEs in fewer than 5 of the 10 center-frequency con-

ditions were considered to have a nonmeasurable or

absent response and those with SFOAEs in at least 5

of the center-frequency conditions had present

SFOAEs. Using this somewhat arbitrary distinction,

SFOAE prevalence in newborns (at 40 dB SPL) was

83% (24 of 29 ears); 100% of adult subjects had mea-

surable SFOAEs by these same criteria. The median

SFOAE SNR for the group of newborns with present

SFOAEs ranged from 14 dB (at the highest center fre-

quency, 8 kHz) to 27 dB (at 1.6 kHz; see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Black lines and filled circles display the median neonatal
stimulus-frequency otoacoustic emission (SFOAE) signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs) across third-octave frequency bands. The probe
level was 40 dB SPL. Only level values at least 6 dB above the noise
were used in the calculation of the median. The thin lines in gray
are the individual SNRs for the 22 neonatal subjects with mea-
surable SFOAEs.
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Two of the 24 newborns with present SFOAEs exhib-
ited excessively high noise floors and developed signifi-
cant shifts in their probe position during testing; hence,
the newborn subject pool was pared down to 22 subjects.
Of these 22, 20 had present DPOAEs (>6 dB SNR) for
4/6 test frequencies. In the group with SFOAEs deemed
unmeasurable, 5 of the 7 ears failed this DPOAE screen.
The DPOAE proved to be a rough predictor of whether
SFOAEs would be measurable in a newborn. It is prob-
able that it served as a crude indicator of a clear ear
canal and middle ear as well as an index of whether
the probe fit and orientation were adequate.

Probe-Fit Leakage

Experienced neonatal testers found it difficult to achieve
a good probe fit and probe stability in neonatal ears with
the ER-10X probe assembly. The availability of only one
size of probe tip (4mm diameter, Sanibel red silicone)
exacerbated these difficulties because this tip was gener-
ally too large to accommodate most newborn ears easily;
for this reason, we fashioned a second probe tip with a
smaller diameter (3mm diameter, Sanibel yellow sili-
cone) to fit the ER-10X probe. In general, the long, con-
ical shape, and substantial bulk of the probe head itself
was difficult to position in the small, flaccid newborn ear
canal and it came unseated easily during testing.

Figure 2(a) shows a stimulus calibration function
measured in one neonatal subject. The dashed line is
associated with a “leaky” fit and the solid line is charac-
teristic of a snug fit and good seal. A good seal shows
relatively flat levels below 2 kHz. The leaky fit shows a
downward sloping function below approximately
1.5 kHz, suggestive of reduced low-frequency energy
recorded at the microphone. OAE pressure levels some-
times dissipated due to a partially open canal, primarily
in the low-frequency range. Groon, Rasetshwane,
Kopun, Gorga, and Neely (2015) have confirmed that
probe leaks produce an increase in low-frequency absor-
bance and in the frequency of the air-leak resonance in
adult ears. The degree of the effect depends on the size of
the leak. Others have found that probe leaks are likely
responsible for the largest portion of variance in absor-
bance measures (Voss, Stenfelt, Neely, & Rosowski,
2013); however, neither of these studies were conducted
with infants, which have nonadult-like dimensions and
transmission characteristics (see Abdala & Keefe, 2012).
There is no doubt that probe leaks are detrimental to the
reliable measurement of OAEs in either age-group.

To define the association between probe leakage and
SFOAE presence in newborns, Figure 2(b) shows cali-
bration functions separately for the group of 22 infants
with present SFOAEs (solid lines) and the seven new-
borns who were determined to have absent SFOAEs
(dashed lines). The thick line displays the mean, while

the thin lines are individual ear functions. The central
tendencies are clear: The group eliminated from analysis
for not having SFOAEs with sufficient SNR across fre-
quency showed more probe leakage compared with fits
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Figure 2. (a) The calibration function recorded in the ear canal at
the beginning of each test (and intermittently throughout testing)
displays the magnitude of the calibration chirp across frequency.
The black solid line illustrates a snug, well-coupled fit, which is
generally flat below 2 kHz; the dashed illustrates a poor probe fit
with leakage of energy in the low frequencies. (b) The mean and
individual calibration functions from newborns with measurable
stimulus-frequency otoacoustic emissions (SFOAEs): and those
with nonmeasurable or absent SFOAEs (The means are shown as
the thick solid and dashed lines; and the individual functions as the
thin gray and dashed lines.). The central trend is that the
group mean for those with nonmeasurable SFOAEs shows
leaking, consistent with a poorer seal; and the group mean for
newborns with measurable SFOAEs is flatter with less leakage
evident. (c) An example of multiple calibration functions
measured during data collection in one newborn ear. The initial
fit is poor (red) but after a refit (yellow), it improves and the
test begins; during the course of testing, due to subject
movement and shifts in the probe fit, a leak again develops
(see arrow; purple, orange lines).
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observed in the group with present SFOAEs. This trend

is consistent with the idea that leaks in the seal between

the probe and the neonatal ear canal generally contrib-

ute to a poor OAE outcome.
Because an SFOAE recording did not commence

until the probe fit was deemed adequate (as per multiple

screening indices), the initial fit was good; however,

because this probe did not seat particularly well

in infant ears, its position sometimes shifted during test-

ing. Figure 2(c) shows a typical series of calibration
functions recorded in one neonatal ear during data col-

lection. The initial fit is poor (red) but gets better after

refitting (orange and yellow) and appears leak free for

part of the test. During data collection, a shift in the fit

occurred, initiating leakage once again (green, blue, and

purple). In many ears, the probe was repeatedly refit.

Ear Canal Reflectance

We used pressure reflectance values recorded with each

probe fit to calculate ear-canal energy reflectance, which

is the square of the pressure reflection coefficient (Keefe,

Bulen, Arehart, & Burns, 1993). Energy reflectance can

provide an indicator of probe orientation (i.e., wedged

against or near the ear canal), pressure changes in the ear

canal, or the presence of ear canal/middle-ear debris and

fluid (Aithal, Aithal, Kei, & Manuel, 2019; Hunter,

Keefe, Feeney, & Fitzpatrick, 2017; Myers et al.,

2019b; Sanford & Feeney, 2008) and has been reliably

associated with poor OAE outcomes (Keefe & Simmons,

2003; Myers et al., 2019a). Figure 3 shows the mean

magnitude of the energy reflectance for the newborn

group with present SFOAEs (solid black) and those

with absent SFOAEs (dashed). Newborns are expected

to have relatively low and flat reflectance values across

frequency compared with adults due to immaturities in

both ear-canal and middle-ear vibration (Keefe &

Abdala, 2007; Keefe et al., 1993). However, the group

of newborns with unmeasurable SFOAEs had higher

reflectance overall relative to their peers with present
SFOAEs. This result may indicate a poorer fit or

debris in the conductive pathway for this subset of sub-

jects because reflectance is expected to be higher when

the probe is oriented up against the ear canal or when

fluid/debris is present (Wang, Keefe, & Gan, 2016).

SFOAE Macrostructure

Figure 4(a) and (b) displays examples of SFOAE spectra

from an adult (top panel) and three newborns with

strong, fair, and poor SFOAEs. The strong newborn

SFOAE in Panel b is robust with adequate SNR

across much of the frequency range; a more typical

SFOAE result is shown in Panel c. It has adequate

SNR across a more restricted range. A poor SFOAE is

shown in Panel d where emissions have sufficient SNR

over less than half of the spectral range. To quantify the

morphology of the SFOAE, we calculated the distribu-

tion of SFOAE peaks across frequency and their spacing

in the newborn and adult groups (Figure 5). (Note that

all SFOAE features characterized in newborns include

only the 22 subjects with measurable SFOAEs as per our

established definition.) Figure 5(a) shows a histogram of

the percentage of SFOAE peaks (out of the total

number) per octave. For both age groups, the number

of peaks increases as frequency increases. The largest

proportion of peaks (nearly 40% of them) falls in the

highest octave from 4 to 8 kHz for both newborns and

adults. Figure 5(b) shows the fractional spacing between

SFOAE peaks. For both adults and newborns, spacing

between SFOAE peaks decreases with increasing

frequency. Between 1 and 7 kHz, the median value of

f/Df doubles indicating systematically narrower spacing

as frequency increases. This result is consistent with a

greater number of peaks per octave at high frequencies.

The spacing of SFOAE peaks is not greatly different

between adults and infants except at the highest frequen-

cies, where the trend shows slightly narrower spacing for

newborns. In general, the morphology of the newborn

SFOAE is comparable to that of the adult’s.

SFOAE Level

Figure 6 displays individual SFOAE amplitude spectra

(for a 40 dB SPL probe) from newborn subjects; a loess
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Figure 3. Mean (thick lines) and individual (thin lines) wideband
energy reflectance measured in the ear canal of newborns
with measurable (solid lines) and nonmeasurable (dashed lines)
stimulus-frequency otoacoustic emissions (SFOAEs). Ear canal
energy reflectance is higher overall in the group with inadequate
SNR across the frequency range. Higher reflectance may suggest
debris/fluid in the ear canal or a poorly oriented fit (i.e., wedged
against the ear-canal wall).
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line has been fit to these data to visualize the trend (see
thick black line). A gray loess line is also displayed for
adult data though individual adult data are not shown.
The 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines) were gener-
ated through resampling of the data. Both age groups
show the strongest SFOAEs between 1 and 2 kHz, con-
sistent with past work (Abdala, Guardia, et al., 2018;
Dewey & Dhar, 2017; Ellison & Keefe, 2005). Between
3 and 5 kHz, adults show higher levels than newborns,
likely due to standing-wave interference in the ear canals
of these adult subjects. The interference between
forward-going stimulus waves and those reflected from
the tympanic membrane produces miscalculations in

stimulus level, in particular for stimuli around the quar-

ter wave null near 3 to 4 kHz in adults (Scheperle, Neely,

Kopun, & Gorga, 2008). Forward-pressure-level calibra-

tion can correct for standing-wave interference, and we

have used this method routinely in our laboratory for

adult data collection (Maxim, Shera, Charaziak, &

Abdala, 2019); however, standing-wave interference

does not occur in the shorter newborn ear canal at the

same frequencies. Because the neonatal ear canal is

approximately 1.7 cm long, which is only two thirds of

the adult length (Crelin, 1973), standing-wave interfer-

ence (and its pernicious influence on estimates of stimu-

lus level) will occur only for frequencies >6 kHz in

newborns (Siegel, 1994); therefore, they will not get

this same effective “boost” in SFOAE amplitude at 3

to 4 kHz. The forward-pressure-level calibration

method has not been tested in newborn ears to assess

its effectiveness. For this reason, here we calibrated stim-

ulus level in both age groups using a conventional SPL

measure taken at the microphone but consider the effects
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Figure 4. Stimulus-frequency otoacoustic emission (SFOAE)
spectra for (a) one adult and (b to d) three newborns. For both age
groups, the strongest SFOAE amplitudes were almost always in the
low to mid frequencies with a decline above approximately 4 to
6 kHz. The infant in Panel b shows a strong SFOAE (higher in level
than the adult shown in Panel a) whereas infants in Panels c and d
provide exemplars with fair and poor SFOAEs, respectively.
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Figure 5. (a) Histogram showing the number of stimulus-fre-
quency otoacoustic emission (SFOAE) peaks as a percentage of
total peaks present in four frequency-bands in the newborn (black)
and adult (gray) groups. The number of peaks increases as fre-
quency increases for both age groups. (b) The fractional spacing
between SFOAE peaks is shown for both age groups; the larger
the value, the narrower the spacing. Loess trend lines have been fit
to newborn (black) and adult (gray) individual data to visualize
trends (dashed lines are 95% confidence intervals). In general,
SFOAE peak spacing for adults and newborns is similar at all but
the highest frequencies where newborns diverge and show slightly
narrower spacing.
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of standing-wave interference on our age comparisons.

This interference results in a higher than-intended stim-
ulus level presented to the adult cochlea (Charaziak &

Shera, 2017), which probably contributes to the slightly
higher adult SFOAE levels around 4 kHz.

Figure 7 shows SFOAE level segmented into third-
octave frequency bands for analysis. The figure also

includes an alternative calculation of SFOAE level at
peaks in the spectra only (open circles). Mean amplitude
values from Kalluri and Abdala (2015), who measured

discrete-tone SFOAEs in one narrow frequency range at
spectral peaks only, are also included. As expected,

peak-only SFOAE measures are higher in level by sev-
eral dB compared with the binned data including ampli-

tude estimates at both peaks and valleys in SFOAE
macrostructure. Adult SFOAE levels from Kalluri and

Abdala (black “x”) match well with that of our adult
subjects within the narrow range of common frequen-
cies; however, newborn SFOAEs tested in this study

(inverted triangles) are reduced in amplitude compared
with neonatal data collected in the earlier study.

A two-way Age (2)�Frequency (10) ANOVA was
conducted on SFOAE levels in third-octave frequency

bands and found no significant difference between adult
and newborn SFOAE levels (f¼ 3.69; p¼ .06) and no

interaction between frequency and age. The near signifi-
cance of the age effect can probably be accounted for by

the greater adult SFOAE levels between 3 and 4kHz
(which we attribute to ear canal acoustics rather than

cochlear function). Overall, the analysis suggests that
newborn SFOAE amplitudes are basically adult-like,

which is in contrast to previous work reporting higher

level SFOAEs in newborns (Kalluri & Abdala, 2015).

The inset of Figure 8 offers one explanation. The inset

shows an adult–newborn SFOAE level comparison

including data from only the nine infants with the most

stable probe coupling to the ear canal (determined based

on the calibration functions and tester notes). This anal-

ysis shows newborn SFOAE levels that are 3 to 4 dB

higher than adult levels at all frequencies (except those

impacted by the standing-wave interference).
SFOAEs evoked by a 20dB SPL probe were also mea-

sured in seven newborns (a subset of the neonatal pool of

22 ears). The mean levels across these seven subjects

ranged from �3dB at 1 kHz to �15dB at 4 kHz. Even

though SFOAE levels were low at this stimulus level,

SNR was often adequate for reliable measurement.

SFOAEs evoked with 20 dB SPL were present in at least
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Figure 7. The main figure shows stimulus-frequency otoacoustic
emission (SFOAE) level (�1 SD) binned into third-octave fre-
quency bands for newborns (black filled circles) and adults (gray X,
dashed lines). The open circles show SFOAE amplitude when it is
calculated at only peaks in the SFOAE spectra (vs. third-octave
binning that includes peaks and valleys). The inverted triangles and
black “X” are SFOAE mean data for newborns and adults from
Kalluri and Abdala (2015), which measured SFOAEs evoked with
discrete tones over a narrow frequency range. The inset panel
shows a loess trend line fit to adults (gray) and a subset of nine
newborns (black) with the best probe fittings (and no evident
leak). Dashed lines provide 95% confidence intervals. SFOAE levels
in this subset of newborns are generally higher than that of adults
by 3 to 4 dB except in the 3 to 5 kHz frequency range (note
“hump” in gray line). This hump is due to inaccuracies of stimulus
level produced by ear-canal standing-wave interference in adult
subjects.
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Figure 6. Individual stimulus-frequency otoacoustic emission
(SFOAE) spectra (thin lines) generated with a probe at 40 dB SPL
for all newborn subjects with present SFOAEs. A loess trend line
is fit to the neonatal SFOAE level values and a fit to adult data is
also provided though individual adult spectra are not shown.
Dashed lines indicate 95% confidence intervals. Overall, newborn
and adult SFOAE levels appear to overlap across frequency.
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half of the 10 center-frequency conditions for four of the

seven newborns tested. Center frequencies such as 1.6 kHz,

where SFOAEs are at their peak amplitude, included data

with adequate SNR for all seven subjects. As expected, the

highest frequency conditions (5, 6.3, and 8kHz) had the

lowest number of ears meeting criterion SNR.

SFOAE Phase and Delay

Figure 8(a) displays SFOAE phase as a function of fre-

quency in newborn and adult subjects. The starting

phase was set to 0� 0.5 cycles at 0.7 kHz. The mean
accumulation of phase between 0.7 and 7.6 kHz was 40
cycles (SD¼ 1.99) in newborns compared with only 35.9
cycles (SD¼ 2.3) in adults. Both a phase accumulation
index and the slope of the phase were calculated across
frequency and tested for age effects. We found a
significant age effect on phase accumulation (F¼ 28.8;
p< .001) and slope of phase (cycles/kHz: F¼ 51;
p< .001) both, confirming that newborns have a signif-
icantly steeper SFOAE phase gradients and longer
delays than adults.

SFOAE delay was calculated and expressed as a
dimensionless variable measured in periods of the stim-
ulus frequency (Shera & Guinan, 2003; see “Methods”
section). [The normalization process is equivalent to
computing the phase slope on a log-frequency axis:
NSF¼�d/SFOAE/dlnf.] Figure 8(b) displays the
individual values of the normalized SFOAE delay,
NSF, in the neonatal group (for a 40 dB SPL probe);
loess trend lines are superimposed on the group data
to elucidate the underlying delay trends. For the low
frequencies, the delays are comparable between age
groups and range from approximately 9 to 15 cycles.
For frequencies>2 kHz, however, newborns show
longer delays than adults by two to three periods.

The Apical-Basal Seam

Past work has identified a “bend” in the trajectory of
normalized SFOAE delays across frequency in adults,
roughly near the midpoint of the cochlea (�1 kHz;
Abdala, Guardia, et al., 2018; Shera & Guinan, 2003).
A similar discontinuity in the phase of the DPOAE
across frequency has also been observed (Abdala et al.,
2011; Christensen, Abdala, & Shera, 2018; Dhar,
Rogers, & Abdala, 2011). The frequency at which this
bend in phase/delay is noted is thought to represent
an apical–basal transition in the mammalian cochlea.
The basal half of the cochlea shows approximate scaling,
whereas the apical half does not. Local scaling symmetry
at its most basic indicates that any tone will accumulate
the same number of cycles irrespective of its frequency
(Zweig, 1976), that is, traveling wave patterns no matter
where they peak on the basilar membrane are shift sim-
ilar and share the same shape or form if normalized and
superimposed. Below approximately 1 to 2 kHz, scaling
symmetry assessed with OAE measures does not hold.
Past work has characterized this apical–basal seam in
newborns through elderly adults by measuring the
phase of the DPOAE distortion component (Abdala &
Dhar, 2012). However, the apical–basal seam has not
been described in newborns using SFOAE delays.
Figure 9 shows the same kind of delay data displayed
in Figure 8(b), but the delay values are fit with two
straight lines on a log–log axis. The intersection of these
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Figure 8. (a) Stimulus-frequency otoacoustic emission (SFOAE)
phase as a function of frequency for all newborns and adults (thin
black and gray lines respectively) with a loess line fit separately to
the data from each age-group (thick lines) The mean phase accu-
mulation for the newborn group over the same range of fre-
quencies was significantly greater by approximately three to four
cycles. (b) Individual SFOAE delay values normalized by frequency
are shown for newborns (circles) but not adults at 40 dB SPL.
Loess trend lines were calculated at SFOAE spectral peaks only
and are fit to the delay data for both age groups. SFOAE delays
below approximately 2 kHz are comparable between age groups,
while above 2 kHz newborn SFOAEs show longer delays than
adults by two to three periods.
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two power-law functions defines the putative apical–basal

transition frequency. As noted in Figure 9, estimates of

the apical–basal demarcation are comparable in new-

borns and adults and are centered near 1 kHz.

Summary of Results

To summarize the results, the prevalence of SFOAEs in

newborns was 83% though we believe it would have been

higher with stable probe fittings in all 29 infant subjects.

The overall morphology of the SFOAE was similar in

adults and newborns as was the apical–basal transition

frequency. SFOAE levels in newborn ears were slightly

higher than adult levels when considering only neonatal

subjects with the most firmly coupled and stable probe

fits; and SFOAE delays were longer in newborns than

adults for stimuli above 2 kHz. We also found associa-

tions between the presence of SFOAEs in newborns and

both abnormal ear-canal energy reflectance and probe

leakage. This association suggests that those neonates

lacking measurable SFOAEs may have had debris/fluid

in the ear canal/middle ear or an unstable probe fit.

Discussion

SFOAEs are measurable in the great majority of new-

borns tested. Although we initially derived a prevalence

estimate of 83%, it is likely that SFOAEs are present in
healthy newborns at the same rate as are other reflection
emissions, roughly 90% to 100% (e.g., Abdala, Luo,
& Shera, 2017; Kemp, 1978; Norton & Neely, 1987). In
fact, if we redefine SFOAE presence, our estimate of
course changes. Considering the natural decline in
SFOAE amplitude at high frequencies, one might
choose to include only the seven frequency bands between
1 and 4 kHz to classify SFOAEs and accept adequate
SNR in four of these seven frequencies as indication of
a “present” response. In this alternative scenario, SFOAE
prevalence in newborns is 90%. Hence, we surmise that
the lower than expected 83% prevalence initially reported
is due to a combination of a difficult-to-fit probe assem-
bly, which is not presently well suited for newborn ears,
and our rather arbitrary definition of what constitutes a
present or measurable SFOAE. Overall, our results con-
firm that robust stimulus-frequency OAEs can be
recorded in nearly all neonatal ears using rapidly swept
tones and that newborn SFOAEs resemble adult
SFOAEs in their general morphology.

Adaptations to SFOAE Measurement in Newborns

An important consideration in measuring SFOAEs in
newborns is the technique with which SFOAEs are
extracted. The interleaved suppression method involves
four sequential intervals: p1¼ probe tone alone,
p2¼ probe and suppressor tone (þpolarity), p3¼probe
tone alone, and p4¼probe and suppressor tone
(�polarity). The SFOAE time waveform is extracted
using the formula: pSFOAE¼ (p1þ p3� p2� p4)/2.
To work effectively, this method assumes that the
probe and suppressor (as well as the SFOAE generated
by the cochlea) are the same with respect to phase and
amplitude in each of the four intervals, which is not
unreasonable for a cooperative adult. If baby movement
and consequent probe shifts occur during this sequence
of four, which is 4.5 s long in our protocol, the extraction
of the SFOAE (which requires canceling the probe tone),
can be incomplete and the calculated residual in error. In
these cases, the measured “SFOAE” can include a strong
artifact from the probe tone.

Several steps can be taken to mitigate the effects of
this potential contaminant. First, it will be critical in
successfully recording SFOAEs in newborns to minimize
the time between probe and suppressor intervals so as to
extract the SFOAE completely and reduce the impact of
probe shifts during the recording interval. Second, it will
be important to use postprocessing of the SFOAE to
eliminate probe tone artifacts if they do contaminate a
recording. Using rapidly sweeping tones as stimuli can
optimally satisfy the first condition. The second condi-
tion can be achieved by signal processing such as the
inverse FFT we used in this study. The time-domain
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Figure 9. Individual normalized stimulus-frequency otoacoustic
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filters on the short-latency boundary effectively eliminat-
ed probe-related energy that might have contaminated
the SFOAE. This is evidenced by the long SFOAE
delays measured in newborn and adult subjects.
A third adaptation is frequent recalibration during
data collection with newborns to recalculate the voltage
required to reach target levels as probe shift occurs.
Probe movement is inevitable and frequent calibration
can accommodate these shifts. A fourth necessary step to
adapt SFOAE measurement to newborns is an effective
artifact-rejection strategy to further protect against spu-
rious noise and artifacts. In this study, most artifacts
contaminating our SFOAE measures, including those
that might be probe tone related, were eliminated by
our off-line artifact-rejection criteria; recall that any
spike extending four SDs from the median SFOAE
level was eliminated.

Cochlear Immaturity

The primary tools we have utilized to study functional
maturation of the human cochlea over the last two dec-
ades have included DPOAEs, which are generated by the
compressive nonlinearity of outer hair cells, and the sep-
arated reflection component of the DPOAE, which is a
reflection-source emission much like the SFOAE.
Unmixing the DPOAE to derive the reflection compo-
nent suffers from many shortcomings as noted in the
“Introduction” section. This work used a more direct
and less confounded reflection emission, the SFOAE,
to examine functional maturation of the human cochlea
at birth. Our SFOAE results verify that neonatal reflec-
tion emissions are at least as high in level as they are in
adults and when optimally measured (with a firm and
stable probe tip), they are higher in level by 3 to 4 dB.
This suggests that cochlear reflections near the peak of
the traveling wave elicited by the SFOAE probe are
robust in newborns, which is consistent with strong
cochlear gain. One potential confound is ear-canal area
or volume, which differs by more than a factor of seven
between term newborns and adults (Keefe & Abdala,
2007). The emerging SFOAE encounters a smaller ear-
canal cavity in newborns (compared with adults), which
effectively boosts emission pressure levels measured at
the microphone. Hence, the SFOAEs observed here in
newborns partly reflect a boost in level conferred by
immaturities of ear-canal size.

According to theory, robust reflections are also con-
sistent with strong cochlear gain and sharp tuning.
Linear coherent reflection theory (Shera & Guinan,
1999; Talmadge, Tubis, Long, & Piskorski, 1998) asso-
ciates the phase slope of the SFOAE with the phase
slope of the traveling wave transfer function near the
peak of the traveling wave where SFOAEs are thought
to arise (Shera & Zweig, 1993). The theory predicts that

delays of the basilar membrane mechanical transfer
function are in turn related to tuning: the steeper the
slope, the sharper the tuning. This reciprocal relation-
ship also dictates that both measures (group delays and
tuning) should respond in a predictable way to stimulus
level. SFOAEs have, in fact, shown strong level depen-
dence, becoming more delayed at lower levels (Abdala,
Guardia, et al., 2018; Schairer et al., 2006; Sisto &
Moleti, 2007).

Neonates in this study showed steeper SFOAE phase
slope and longer group delays than adults. This has also
been reported in past work examining the separated
reflection component of the DPOAE (Abdala & Dhar,
2012), but the unmixing technique can include con-
founds. Measurement of the less confounded SFOAE
confirms that longer delays are unequivocally present
for newborns above approximately 2 kHz. This result
can be difficult to interpret and is no doubt influenced
by immaturities of the conductive pathway detailed ear-
lier; that is, the immature middle ear impacts the for-
ward transmission of the stimulus, presenting the
neonatal cochlea with a lower level signal (re: adult
levels). Because SFOAE delays are level-dependent,
this immaturity results in longer delays (Abdala,
Guardia, et al., 2018; Kalluri & Shera, 2007; Schairer
et al., 2006; Schairer, Fitzpatrick, & Keefe, 2003).

Although it is clear that the neonatal emissions are
shaped to some extent by these conductive immaturities,
nonadult-like SFOAE characteristics in newborns likely
reflect residual cochlear immaturities as well. A recent
study of human neonatal temporal bones described mor-
phological immaturities and postnatal refinement
of cochlear architecture around the time of birth
(Meenderink, Shera, Valero, Liberman, & Abdala,
2019). Structural immaturities included a slightly wider
and thinner basilar membrane in newborns. This imma-
turity could create a more compliant newborn organ of
Corti, which is consistent with the longer OAE delays
observed in neonates across multiple studies. It is prob-
able that a combination of subtle morphological
immaturities and the shaping imposed by immature con-
ductive pathways account for the immature SFOAE
characteristics observed here in neonates: higher
SFOAE levels and longer SFOAE delays.

Finally, it is striking (and consistent with past work) that
the apical–basal, a|b, transition frequency is similar in day-
old newborns and adults, as gauged by SFOAE delays
(Figure 9). DPOAEphase-frequency functions demarcating
this a|b transition have also shown consistency throughout
the human life span (Abdala & Dhar, 2012).

Conclusions

This study represents the first comprehensive report of
swept-tone SFOAEs in newborns. It is a preliminary step
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toward a more comprehensive study assessing the clini-

cal utility of SFOAEs in newborns. Although we showed

that swept-tone SFOAEs can be successfully recorded at

birth, a large-scale study with normal-hearing and

hearing-impaired infants is required to determine their

performance in the detection of hearing loss. Here, we

characterized prevalence, normative amplitude, phase,

and delay in newborns and suggest adaptations to

SFOAE protocol for successful measurement in

this age-group. Most importantly, we considered how

the results inform our understanding of cochlear matu-

ration. Consistent with past work, we found larger

amplitude SFOAEs in newborns than adults and

longer group delays. We believe these findings reflect

conductive immaturities but also late stages of cochlear

maturation.
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